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ABSTRACT

Objective
Determine whether tracheal intubation of extremely low birthweight (ELBW) neonates is more successful with a size-0 or size-00 Miller laryngoscope blade.

Design
Randomised crossover simulation study

Setting
Simulated neonatal intensive care unit environment

Study subjects
Neonatology physicians and nurse practitioners (n=55)

Interventions
Subjects performed four intubations in succession on a high-fidelity ELBW manikin with size-0 Miller and size-00 Miller blades from two different manufacturers. The intubation sequence was randomised. Intubations were recorded and scored for time analysis. Subjects completed surveys about blade preferences before and after completing the series of intubations.

Main outcome measures
Total laryngoscopy time and first attempt success in less than 30 s

Results
There was no difference in total laryngoscopy time (median 23.7 vs 20.6 s) or first attempt success in <30 s (67.3% vs 69.1%) between the size-0 and size-00 blades. Differences were noted between the same size blades made by different manufacturers. Among subjects expressing a presurvey blade size preference, there was no difference in laryngoscopy time or first attempt success between blades. Regardless of blade size, subjects were less successful with the first blade in the randomised sequence.

Conclusions
Our findings support the Neonatal Resuscitation Program recommendation identifying the size-00 blade as optional equipment. Operators need to be aware of design variations between manufacturers and they may benefit from ‘just-in-time’ training with a manikin prior to intubating a live patient.

What is already known on this topic?

► Preterm infants <28 weeks’ gestation frequently require tracheal intubation, and frequently undergo multiple unsuccessful intubation attempts.
► The Neonatal Resuscitation Program recommends the size-0 Miller laryngoscope blade for premature neonates and describes the size-00 Miller blade as optional.
► The actual dimensions of size-0 and size-00 laryngoscopes vary among different manufacturers.

What this study adds?

► There are no significant differences in performance characteristics between the size-0 and size-00 Miller laryngoscope blades when intubating a high-fidelity extremely low birthweight manikin.
► Design variations between manufacturers may affect performance.
► Neonatal providers may benefit from ‘just-in-time’ training with a simulated intubation just prior to intubating a real patient.

INTRODUCTION

Direct laryngoscopy for tracheal intubation is an important but challenging skill for healthcare providers. Despite an increased emphasis on non-invasive ventilation, more than half of preterm infants <28 weeks’ gestation will require tracheal intubation for surfactant administration or mechanical ventilation.1 Several studies have demonstrated that providers have relatively low proficiency with neonatal tracheal intubation.2 4-5 As a result, newborns frequently undergo multiple unsuccessful intubation attempts which increase the risk of adverse outcomes.2 4 6 7 Operator-related factors such as experience, choice of preprocedure medications and device selection affect the likelihood of first attempt success.8 9 The American Academy of Pediatrics’ Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) textbook includes the size-0 Miller laryngoscope blade in the list of standard supplies recommended for every delivery room.8 The size-00 Miller blade is described as an optional device that may be preferred for very preterm infants. Other textbooks recommend the size-00 Miller blade for all infants <27 weeks’ gestation or weighing <750 g.11 This shorter blade may be easier to insert into the very preterm newborn’s mouth; however, once the blade is inserted the shorter length may offer less control of the baby’s tongue and the blade’s heel may press...
against the baby’s mouth. Moreover, the actual dimensions of size-0 and size-00 blades vary between manufacturers.\(^{12}\) Currently, individual operator preference drives device selection and no studies have compared success with these two laryngoscope blades. Identifying the ideal blade size may decrease laryngoscopy time, improve first attempt intubation success and reduce adverse events. Our aim was to determine whether operators intubating a high-fidelity manikin simulating an extremely low birthweight (ELBW) newborn (population) with a size-0 Miller blade (intervention) compared with a size-0 Miller blade (comparison) would require less total laryngoscopy time (primary outcome) and have greater first attempt success within 30s (secondary outcome).

**METHODS**

Volunteer neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) providers including neonatologists, fellows and neonatal nurse practitioners were recruited from four tertiary perinatal medical centres (University of Michigan C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA; Advocate Children’s Hospital, Oak Lawn, Illinois, USA; St. John Providence Hospital, Detroit, Michigan, USA; St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA) for this randomised crossover simulation study.

Using a prestudy survey, participants indicated their professional role, years of clinical neonatology experience, self-perceived confidence in laryngoscopy skill (5-point rating scale) and preferred laryngoscopy blade size for intubating an extremely preterm newborn. Using four different laryngoscope blades, participants orally intubated a high-fidelity neonatal manikin that simulated a 25-week gestation newborn (Premature Anne, Laerdal Medical, Wappingers Falls, New York, USA). The study blades included one size-0 Miller and one size-00 Miller blade made by two different manufacturers (Welch-Allyn (WA), Skaneateles Fall, New York, USA and Rusch-Teleflex (RT), Morrisville, North Carolina, USA) (figure 1). The blades were selected to reflect those used in routine clinical practice at participating centres. The sequence that each blade was presented was randomly allocated using a computer-generated table (http://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/randomize1.cfm) and assignments were concealed in opaque sealed envelopes. Each intubation was performed using an uncuffed 2.5mm internal diameter tracheal tube (Mallinckrodt, Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) and an optional intubating stylet (Sheri-I-Slip, Hudson RCI/Teleflex, Morrisville, North Carolina, USA). Participants assembled their equipment and positioned the manikin on an adjustable radiant warmer as they would for a typical neonatal intubation. To ensure standardisation and avoid bias, participants were not allowed to practice intubation with the study blades; however, they were shown a photograph of the manikin’s airway and vocal cords for orientation purposes. One investigator handed the participant each blade in the assigned order and was available to provide cricoid pressure if requested. Using each of the four blades, participants were allowed as many attempts and as much time as required to successfully intubate the manikin. An attempt was defined as insertion of the blade into the manikin’s mouth, regardless of whether the tracheal tube was inserted.\(^{13}\) The duration of an intubation attempt was defined as the interval from insertion of the blade into the manikin’s mouth until it was fully removed. All attempts using a single blade are referred to as a blade trial. A digital video camera (Logitech HD Pro C920, Logitech, Newark, California, USA) was used to record each intubation attempt for subsequent time analysis by an investigator who was masked to the blade sequence. The laryngoscopy time for each attempt was recorded. If more than one attempt was required, the data for each attempt were summed to calculate the total laryngoscopy time for each blade trial.

Successful intubation was indicated by chest movement during positive-pressure ventilation as assessed by the on-site investigator. After each successful intubation, the participant was offered a rest period and asked to reset the intubating environment before the next blade trial. On completing all four blade trials, participants completed a poststudy survey that asked which single blade was most preferred and which was least preferred. Using a 5-point rating scale, participants were asked how accurately the manikin represented a premature newborn’s airway.

We hypothesised that intubation using the size-00 blade compared with the size-0 blade would decrease the total laryngoscopy time. Secondary outcome measures included the proportion of trials with first attempt success in <30s and the total number of attempts required to successfully intubate the manikin. Planned subanalyses included laryngoscopy time and success rate stratified by trial number and by the operator’s pretest blade preference. For the primary analysis (size-0 vs size-00), total laryngoscopy time for each participant using the two blades of the same size were averaged. In secondary analyses, results for each of the four blades were analysed individually. The baseline laryngoscopy time and distribution were estimated from the study by Bismilla et al describing neonatal intubations at a high-risk perinatal centre.\(^4\) We defined a clinically significant difference as the interval between this baseline (50s) and the current NRP intubation time standard (30s).\(^19\) We estimated a sample size of 48 participants would be required to find this 20s difference in mean laryngoscopy time when evaluating each of the four blades separately (m1=50s, m2=30s, SD=28s, four groups with six pairwise comparisons, alpha 0.05, power 0.80).\(^4\)\(^13\)

Continuous variables are reported as medians and IQRs. Group comparisons for independent continuous variable were conducted using the Kruskal-Wallis test. Paired continuous variables were compared using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test or Friedman’s test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons post-test. Categorical variables are reported as counts with percentages and outcomes were compared with the X² test or McNemar’s
test for matched-pairs with continuity correction. All analyses were two-tailed and a p value <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Statistical analyses were conducted using Prism V.6.01 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA).

The study was reviewed and assigned exempt status by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board. Written consent was obtained from all study participants.

RESULTS
Fifty-five NICU providers with a median of 10.5 years of clinical NICU experience participated in the study (table 1). Participants were confident in their laryngoscopy skill and 56% indicated a prestudy preference for the size-0 Miller blade. When combining results for the WA and RT blades, there was no significant difference in laryngoscopy time between the size-0 and size-00 blades for the entire group or after stratification by prestudy blade preference (table 2). When considering each of the four blades individually, the total laryngoscopy time was very similar. The only significant difference in laryngoscopy time was between the WA size-0 blade and the RT size-0 blade (22.3 s vs 19.1 s, p=0.02). Post hoc two-way repeated measures analysis of variance confirmed no main effect of blade size or manufacturer but a significant interaction between blade size and manufacturer (p=0.006) indicating that design variations between the manufacturers had different effects on laryngoscopy time depending on the blade size. Regardless of the blade used, laryngoscopy time was significantly longer for the first blade trial compared with all other trials. The median difference in laryngoscopy time between the first and last blade trial was 11.6 s (table 2).
Table 1  Characteristics of study participants (n=55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Role, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neonatologist 21 (38.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neonatology fellow 8 (14.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neonatal nurse practitioner 26 (47.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neonatology experience, years, median (IQR) 10.5 (3, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confidence level*, median (IQR) 4 (4, 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laryngoscope blade preference, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size-0 17 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size-00 31 (56.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No preference 7 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Self-reported 5-point rating scale (1=least confident, 5=most confident).

When combining results for the WA and RT blades, there was no significant difference in the median number of attempts (1 vs 1, p=0.43) or the proportion of trials with first attempt success within 30 s (74% vs 76%, p=0.68) (Table 3). When each blade was considered individually, participants were least successful using the WA size-0 blade and most successful with the RT size-0 blade (p=0.04). In pairwise matched comparisons, this was the only statistically significant difference. Similar to the finding for laryngoscopy time, regardless of the blade size or manufacturer, participants were significantly less successful with the first blade trial compared with subsequent trials.

On the poststudy survey, operator preference was evenly distributed between the size-0 and size-00 blades (21 participants each). The most preferred individual blades were the RT size-0 and the WA size-00 blades (12 participants each). Using a 5-point rating scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree), participants indicated that the study manikin accurately represented a live newborn airway (mean 3.9, SD 0.84; median 4, IQR 4, 4).

DISCUSSION

In this randomised crossover study, we investigated whether experienced providers were more successful in intubating a manikin simulating a 25-week gestation newborn using a size-0 Miller or a size-00 Miller laryngoscope blade. Participants used blades produced by two different manufacturers. In the primary analysis, we found no significant difference in total laryngoscopy time or first attempt success <30 s between the size-0 and size-00 blades. Although most participants expressed a prestudy preference for a particular size, we found no significant difference in outcome measures when results were stratified by blade preference. On the poststudy
survey, many participants changed their initial preference to the opposite size blade. Ultimately, the two most preferred blades included one of each size. Given the wider range of patients that can be intubated using a size-0 blade and the similarity in performance characteristics, our findings support the NRP textbook recommendation describing the size-00 blade as optional equipment based on operator preference.

In secondary analyses, we found significant differences in outcome measures when comparing the same size blade made by two different manufacturers. Participants took longer to intubate and were less successful using the WA size-0 blade compared with the RT size-0 blade. Both blades are described as a Miller size-0; however, the WA blade is slightly shorter and flatter than the RT blade and the viewing channel has a taller and narrower profile (figure 1). Although the WA size-00 blade has the same design variations, it performed as well as the RT size-00 blade and was rated by participants as one of the most preferred blades. We hypothesise that the narrow shape of the viewing channel caused more difficulty with the WA size-0 blade because a longer portion of the narrow channel remained outside of the manikin’s mouth causing more difficulty with laryngeal view and tube insertion. Intermanufacturer variations in the design and dimensions of laryngoscope blades have been previously described. The significant interaction between manufacturer and blade size suggests that intermanufacturer design variation may impact performance differently based on the blade size and should be considered when selecting devices.

The sequence of attempts accounted for the greatest difference in both laryngoscopy time and first attempt success. Regardless of the blade used, operators required more time and were less successful during the first blade trial compared with all other trials. The absolute difference in first attempt success was nearly 24% between the first and second blade trial. The difference may indicate that operators were unfamiliar with the manikin and needed practice to become comfortable with the simulated airway. Given the difficulty in standardising practice, we decided not to allow prestudy practice to ensure that all participants began the study with the same initial experience. Because the blade sequence was randomised, the confounding effect of trial order was evenly distributed between the four different blades. In a broader sense, our findings suggest that operators may benefit from ‘just-in-time’ training by performing a simulated intubation immediately before intubating a live patient. Although simulation education did not improve clinical success with neonatal intubation in a small study using historical controls, the simulation activity was separated by up to 8 weeks from the clinical intubation. A randomised controlled trial evaluating a ‘just-in-time’ simulation with a high-fidelity manikin is indicated.

The primary limitation of this study is that it was performed using a manikin. A simulation setting was chosen because of the practical difficulties anticipated in enrolling a sufficient number of ELBW newborns to compare intubations using four devices while controlling for different levels of neonatal provider experience. In the simulation environment, participants were able to use each of the blades and serve as their own control. It is not clear, however, that intubation performance measured with a manikin accurately reflects real-life performance and caution must be interpreted when interpreting these results. Differences in the conditions created during simulation, including the operator’s stress level, the manikin’s anatomy and the absence of spontaneous movement and oral secretions in the manikin may limit the ability to translate these results to clinical practice. Technical skills acquired in a variety of simulation-based training programme have been shown to transfer to the clinical environment. More specifically, airway management skills acquired in simulation tend to correlate with improved behavioural skills, technical skills and proficiency suggesting some translation between simulation and clinical practice.

In a study of paramedic students learning intubation, the clinical success rate was nearly identical (87.8% vs 84.8%) between those trained with a simulator and those trained with human subjects in the operating room. In the present study, participants served as their own controls minimising the effect of operator stress and the lack of patient movement or secretions. Ensuring accurate representation of the newborn airway is likely the most relevant issue regarding translation of our study results. Lack of anatomic fidelity has been described in several previous human simulators. Although manikin may not perfectly replicate the experience of intubating a live newborn, the manikin used for this study has been previously evaluated and found to have high anatomic and functional fidelity. Participants in our study verified these findings on the poststudy survey. Still, replicating these findings in a human study that includes smaller preterm newborns would strengthen the conclusion of equivalency between the size-0 and size-00 blades.

Operators in our study required less baseline laryngoscopy time than anticipated. This may reflect that our participants had more experience than those described by Bismailla et al. Although this decreased the statistical power, we do not feel that the small differences demonstrated in either laryngoscopy time or first attempt success would be considered clinically relevant if there had been sufficient power to find a statistically significant difference. Given the similar performance between blades, our data suggest that a randomised trial in extremely premature newborns would require a large sample size to find a statistically significant difference in either laryngoscopy time or first attempt success.

CONCLUSION

Combining the results between two manufacturers, we found no significant difference in laryngoscopy time or first attempt success within 30 s between size-0 and size-00
Miller laryngoscopy blades. When analysing each blade individually, significant differences in performance were possibly related to design variations between manufacturers. Our findings support the NRP textbook recommendation that the size-0 Miller blade should be considered standard equipment and the size-00 Miller blade should be considered optional equipment. The most significant difference was related to the order that blades were presented, which suggests that ‘just-in-time’ training with a simulated intubation performed immediately before a clinical intubation may improve performance.
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